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The first part of this essay reviews some of the strengths and weaknesses in the
current state of social history of Latin American cities. Specifically, it tries to
create an awareness that quantitative urban studies need not be, and should not
be, limited to aggregate data for sources. Unfortunately, many of the nascent
quantitative studies of postindependence Latin American cities achieve their
figures through published materials, principally demographic and commercial
censuses. However, manuscript census returns, notarial records, judicial assess
ments, and other primary documentation can also provide the base from which
we can observe frequencies both of personal vital records and of popular quo
tidian behavior~ moving, marrying, going to school, buying or selling goods or
property, and so on.

Social history is difficult to define with great specificity since by nature it
is concerned with the variety found in humans and in human activity. "Defini
tion" here takes on the dimensions of the thrust or focus and nature of questions
posed by the researcher. James Lockhart, whose Spanish Peru inaugurated a new
era in Latin American historiography, argues that"any branch of history can be
converted into social investigation by turning attention from its main object of
study, whether laws, ideas, or events toward the people who produced them."t
We would go further to define social history as a historical framework that
emphasizes the inclusion of ordinary men and women into the historical process,
and attempts to approximate their perspectives on that process. The mechanics
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of this approximation are based in letting the ordinary people "speak for them
selves" through the fragmentary and usually nonliterary evidence they left be
hind. Moreover, such research implies more than merely looking at ordinary
people; it represents an attempt to view history from a different perspective.

As E. P Thompson writes, the average scholar "reads history in the light
of subsequent preoccupations, and not as in fact it occurred. Only the successful
(in the sense of those whose aspirations anticipated subsequent evolution) are
remembered. The blind alleys, the lost causes, and the losers themselves are
forgotten."2 Thus, examining ordinary people from their perspective affords us
the opportunity to reconstruct an alternate world view-the one belonging to
the historically anonymous. To add, then, to Lockhart's formula-diverting at
tention from "facts" to the people who produced them-we would argue that
social history studies the relationships among people and their reactions to their
environment. Economic and social implications stem from these considerations
to the extent that what is usually termed "political" can easily be derived from
accepted IIsocial" history.

The second part of this article presents observations on methodological
problems based on our respective research activities in Argentina: What we are
calling for is not at all esoteric: we believe that Latin Americanists lag behind in
what urban historians of other areas have been doing successfully for over a
decade. At the same time, we are encouraged by the interest in interdisciplinary
history among Latin American scholars, and by vital and sophisticated ques
tions that for some time have characterized the field of Latin American social
history.

NEW SOCIAL HISTORY: THE LATIN AMERICAN RESPONSE

Social history, despite its widespread popularity among European and North
American scholars, has not been enthusiastically greeted by Latin Americanists
who specialize in the period following the middle of the nineteenth century.
This hesitation may reflect some traditional qualities of the period's historiog
raphy: a relative lack of interest in research about the anonymous and the poor
(with the important exception of the historiography of slavery); the stress on
intuitive humanism; the belief that data for social histories are lacking-a prob
lem that colonialists have encountered and overcome with laudable doggedness;
and, finally, apprehensions about the computer. Now that a growing number of
Latin American historians are borrowing and adapting social science techniques
to their own work, it is appropriate to review some of the assumptions under
lying current sociohistorical research and to raise some methodological prob
lems. Because of our research interests, we focus on issues and concerns in
Argentine social history; yet, these problems are likely to recur and affect spe
cialists in other areas.

If Lockhart's own work stresses continuity, other social historians argue
that research must be more aware of conflict than of accommodation. Thus,
American historian Clyde Griffen warns against relying too greatly on the ab
sence of contention in the historical setting to arrive at a consensual interpreta-
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tion of history. In his assertion that "lack of challenge to elite leadership does not
necessarily imply that the other inhabitants shared its perspective and opinions,
nor does political challenge imply their rejection," he uses the example of rela
tive peace among laborers to illustrate that without direct evidence of attitudes,
"one can argue plausibly that workers did not challenge elite leadership because
they lacked the solidarity, confidence, and resources to do SO."3

Still others believe that what separates social history from folklore is the
connection between the masses' daily activities and their expression in politics.
Here we sometimes forget Eric Hobsbawm's caveat to political and labor histori
ans: "To dip into the past for inspiring examples of struggle or the like is to write
history backwards and eclectically. It is not a very good way of writing it."4
Depending on whether the purpose is solely descriptive or also analytical, some
scholars believe that social history should be explicitly apolitical; for others the
political element is a sine qua non. 5 Because of the variety of approaches, no
consensus has yet surfaced concerning the scope of social history or the best
ways to study it. Such disparity is not all problematic; it stimulates flexibility and
it suggests that social historical considerations are limitless. Further, while social
history implies a connection with sociology, historians have now begun to in
tegrate anthropology and other social sciences in a continuing effort to broaden
their parameters still further. 6

Modern scholars have successfully incorporated heretofore alien fields
into social history. Nancy Streuver's work on Renaissance Florence is an ex
amination of the relationship between mental states and languages. 7 Her rea
soning for using linguistics in historical research is both valid and direct: given
that in semiology communication is based "on the model of language, then
history, which attempts to read all signs, is primarily a language skill."B Among
students of Spanish American history, Peter Boyd Bowman has done pioneer
studies of early demographic patterns and migration to the New World. In this
case, linguistics and archival documentation are combined with modern com
puter techniques to shed light on the types of Spaniards who first helped to
forge an American society. The project, entitled Linguistic Analysis of Spanish
Colonial Documents (LASCODOCS), maintains a computer-assisted linguistic
data bank based on sixteenth century documents. 9 We can begin to make new
assertions not only about the linguistic makeup of different regions of the New
World, but also about the social and economic bases for Spanish emigration and
their effect on American enterprise.

For social historians who are concerned with ordinary people-men and
women who left no documents for posterity, who as individuals left no mark
and shook no earth, and for whom little biographical data exist-the study of
groups or classes is emphasized. Given the fragmentary picture available for
any single individual, the accretion of data on a limited number of social vari
ables from a representative number of people is the·method usually employed to
gain a general picture of group attributes and behavior. The high level of bu
reaucratization in cities originally facilitated the gathering of such data, especially
in terms of municipal vital records and notarial sources. One of the characteristics
that distinguishes urban from folk society rests in its heterogeneity and special-
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ization. Whether classic theories of cities derive their arguments from geo
graphic (e.g., Robert Park and Louis Wirth) or interpersonal approaches (Robert
Redfield), the conclusions are similar: urban society generates group formation
and action by differentiating people. Labor demands, residential patterns, fi
nancial considerations, and other factors conspire to categorize and differentiate
people in the city who once-in the pastoral ideal-had been bound together in
kin and familial patterns. The theoretical literature on these matters is extensive
and has been influential in the formulation of theories on group action in cities. 10

The study of groups, therefore, is inherent in the questions social historians ask
of urbanites.

There is, finally, a conceptual dimension behind the study of groups: the
implicit position that a few highly visible individuals are not as important as
many traditional historians assume. Social historians often define history itself
as the past experienced by clusters of people. Though quantitative approaches
are very useful here, not all of this research is quantitative and some of the most
enterprising work is done with little or no regard for the precise incidence of a
variable. Luis Gonzalez's biography of a small town in Mexico is a good example
of urban social history that still employs narrative style and intimate knowledge
of a town, bringing us very close to the mental states of its inhabitants. Similarly,
Mario Gongora's treatment of early Santiago's social strata is not at all laden
with quantitative paraphernalia and still gives a lucid picture of how early Chil
ean society determined its own divisions in the city. 11 James Lockhart, for ex
ample, searches for patterns of cultural facets with a mechanism that uses a
large set of data. Yet, in order to differentiate "social types," he relies on his own
mental perception and manual dexterity and not on discrete categories discern
able by machine.

Problems naturally arise over the issue of selectivity, especially when the
research focuses on a city, class, neighborhood, or social entity too large or
complex to retain in one's mind or notes. Reading widely and collecting relevant
examples of such social types is a commendable but not intrinsic goal of ac
curate, reliable research. 12 R. C. Padden has observed that such management of
evidence may result in the substitution of the deductive mode by the induction
process; sometimes, too, the expected connection between evidence and gen
eralization remains unclear. 13 It appears at this point that the debate depends
largely upon one's agreement that a "social type" is more an operative indicator
reflecting culture than a group of people with vital records and economic bases. 14

When the historian employs an assumption to define a term nebulously, it be
comes difficult to subject it to specific tests; on the other hand, if parameters of
social types are based on clear and consistent socioeconomic variables, they then
become quantifiable.

Obviously, no choice must be made to the exclusion of the other: the
problem is of degrees. Thus, Peter Stearns noted that "while social history
demands assessments of physical conditions and other quantifiable material and
constant attention to the representative quality of any material, it must deal with
values and behavior that can never be graphed or charted." IS At the same time,
Stearns' own work on strike activity indicates that while class consciousness, for
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example, cannot be quantified, its reflections can be counted. 16 The connections
between the rhetoric of working-class leadership groups and real activity by
workers then becomes testable. Thus, in the political order, voting behavior
takes on an important and quantifiable aspect; at the militant level, participation
in and incidence of strike activity becomes similarly important.

Many quantitative historians bask in the glow of what has been called the
"new" social history, distinguished from the "old" by its attempt to expand the
thematic study of history through research on groups or classes normally omitted
from historical inquiry. Their emphasis on social mobility reflects the popularity
of sociological themes placed within historical perspectives. To separate this
type of investigation from more traditional sorts of history that emphasize elites
and their institutions, social historians consider their work to be "history from
the bottom up."

The focus now shifts to the masses and their relationship with the en
vironment created largely by institutional regimentation. This type of history
carries its own methodological implications. The social historian, in general, and
the quantitative social historian, in particular, are usually less interested in ex
amples of individual action or accomplishment than in the study of representa
tive samples. The intensive study of individuals and the aggregation of the
resulting data can be more revealing than the use of published statistics. Data of
the kind readily available in census summaries, almanacs, and annuals, have
been previously clustered and cannot usually be broken down into their com
ponent parts. Historians are thus restricted to many categories that may not be
of their own choosing. On the other hand, data on individuals, gathered by
researchers with their own interests in mind, may be manipulated in a variety of
ways.

Here we can see that the type of questions asked is largely determined by
the historian's approach. Ecological questions often call for an ecological ap
proach, which stresses geographic area in the course of research. If the ques
tions are related primarily to social attributes and behavior, then the area is
incidental to the research method, which relies on techniques that remain focused
on members of groups. An apparent contradiction immediately arises: are we
here not speaking of urban history, thereby stressing locale? Yes, but only in the
sense that the principles of social history are still applied to urbanites rather than
to the city itself. To the extent that we study metropolitan areas, we see the
boundaries of the city, or sections within it, as somewhat artificial, since units of
study are not geographic but socioeconomic. The point is illustrated by a re
search method that would include tracing individuals who move out of a city
and observing their socioeconomic characteristics in their new locations. The
energy spent on such research, as one may suspect, would be enormous; more
over, findings would depend entirely on the efficiency of many archives charged
with keeping records. I? The expanded geographic boundaries of this example
should lead us to become increasingly suspicious of statements that claim to
distinguish a discipline as "new," as is the case with "urban" vs. other types of
history. The theory underpinning such a distination lags far behind its practice.

The breadth of available data raises two important issues: sampling and
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using the computer. The last few years have witnessed complex discussions
among social historians over the most accurate sampling procedures and their
effects on significance levels. 18 None, however, disputes the fact that sampling
is a valid procedure that saves the historian much time. If the researcher is faced
with manipulating large amounts of data, using the computer makes good sense.
We suggest that a historian with fifty cases, each with a few variables, should
think about using the computer; and a set of one hundred cases should be
sufficient to induce a visit to a data processing center for counseling. We would
be remiss not to warn that working with the computer is expensive and involves
additional data processing steps; it may also require learning a program or
language. These problems, however, entail commonsense considerations best
left to the discretion of individual researchers. 19 Some publications, like The
Journal of Interdisciplinary History, frequently present articles on some aspect of
historical methodology, while the Historical Methods Newsletter is entirely de
voted to new and evolving methods. These journals try to preserve the crucial
distinction between the historically meaningful and the statistically significant,
thus reminding us that the two are not synonymous. 20

A relatively new technique involves tracing specific individuals, sampled
from one or more sources at one point in time, through other sources for sub
sequent years. New computer programs, such as SOUNDEX, have been em
ployed successfully in tracing people through space and time. With such a
method, known also as record linkage, we can quantify and clarify patterns of
geographic, occupational, educational, and other forms of mobility; we can
also investigate changes in family structure and kinship patterns. 21 On a broader
level, the technique allows the researcher to pose meaningful questions about
the nature of acculturation and assimilation, collective social protest, and vari
ous aspects of working class history, "phenomena which in the past had been
discussed on the basis of colorful examples and casual impressions."22

Latin Americanist researchers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
are conspicuously absent from these endeavors; for example, no Latin American
work has joined those on the family by Edward Shorter or Lawrence Stone. 23 In
a recent anthology on history of the family, essays appeared on the European,
American, and Chinese experiences-none on the Latin American versions. 24
Nor have any Latin American results come out of the family history project at
the Newberry Library. Similarly no historians appear in the Roper Center's Latin
American Data Catalog as doing any quantitative research on household composi
tion and social relations, nor on the past of the working class in Latin America. 25
This is not to say that these institutions contain the totality of such scholarship.26
Also, historians of the colonial period have taken important steps toward re
working traditional problems or rephrasing old questions and answering them
on the basis of quantitative techniques and new data. For example, the work
done on the seventeenth century in Spanish America by Bakewell, Brading, and
TePaske are eminent statements of the potential stored in quantified social his
tory. 27

Still, our generality holds true: as William McGreevey reported in 1974,
the field of quantitative urban history contains gaps between hypotheses on
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such matters as urban alienation or the general social process and the manipula
tion of population data. 28 Moreover, it is apparent that the type of data normally
employed in the nineteenth- and twentieth-century studies is gathered in the ag
gregates-little room is given to manuscript materials and notarial records. And
while economic and political questions are well entrenched, social questions are
not. It becomes evident from these lacunae that historians have been reticent to
explore the social data in primary documentation and join them with nonquan
tifiable sources of information in order to reach an existential understanding of
the Latin American past. We are still too much involved with creating "exposi
tory metapersons representing a collective world-view and experience-the
seventeenth-century Puritan, the Jacksonian American, the Renaissance hu
manist."29 To this list can be added the Extremanduran conqueror, the Peronist
descamisado, the student revolutionary.

Our research interests in the "new" social history revolve around the so
called "new" urban history. The projects were stimulated by the publication of
Stephan Thernstrom's Poverty or Progress and the volume Nineteenth Century
Cities edited by Thernstrom and Richard Sennett. In 1971, Thernstrom outlined
five major areas of investigation including: (1) "physical mobility" or migration;
(2) "class and ethnic differences in spatial mobility"; (3) "rates and trends in
social mobility"; (4) "immigration and differential opportunity"; and (5) "Negro
migrants and European immigrants." While these suggestions stemmed from
the peculiar needs ~f United States urban history, their value is evident for Latin
American studies. Thernstrom also identified four other areas of research in
terest: (1) family structure of groups in nineteenth- and twentieth-century cities;
(2) the "texture" of neighborhood life and "the flow of people between socially
distinct sections of the city"; (3) urban institutions; and (4) "the interaction
between urban environments and the social organization of work."30 These
topics, too, remain neglected among Latin Americanists.

The research avenues suggested by Americanists form useful alternatives
to the way Richard Morse's historicist structure defined the parameters of the
field. 31 Morse asserts, for example, that "backlands charisma drew legitimacy
from the substrata of Brazilian agrarian society-and even thrust up its own
urban challenge to 'order and progress'-long after 'civilization' had won a
Pyrrhic victory in Argentina. The failure of the Argentine backlands to mobilize
and long delaying action helps to account for the special pathological dimen
sions to Argentine urbanization."32 But this analysis cannot tell us what the
fiber of life was like as it threaded people together or pulled them apart in the
city's daily processes. Members of the society are subsumed in the analysis of
structural components. Earlier historians wrote biographies of cities, neighbor
hoods, or institutions, but lacked the interest, techniques, or desire to examine
closely the people who lived in the city.

Other urbanists investigated the geographical expansion of urban centers,
their increasingly complex political and economic functions, and their political
histories. 33 In the Argentine area, urban studies by historians have followed
the key issues of the Argentine experience: centralism vs. federalism, the loca
tion of the capital, the distribution of national wealth and services among cities,
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and the role of immigrants. Examples of early research in Argentine urban
history are Amilcar Razori's three volume Historia de La ciudad argentina and
Nicolas Besio Moreno's Buenos Aires. Neither of them, however, was interested
in sociourban relationships or patterns of life-work experiences: Razori provides
much on the natural environments in preurban and early urban areas, and
recapitulates the legalistic background to the existence of cities; Besio Moreno's
population data for Buenos Aires, likewise, are not well integrated with porteno
social life .34

In the end, the largest share of responsibility for the social history of
cities-at least in Argentina-fell to the sociologists. 35 Because of the method
ological assumptions underlying their discipline, however, sociologists fre
quently conducted their investigations in ways that made it difficult to gauge
historical change. Yet, the expansion of historical interest has adopted not only
the use of previously neglected sources of information and the development of
more sophisticated data processing techniques; it has also engaged a number of
sociological tools and questions to produce new approaches to the history of the
city.

RESEARCHING THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF ARGENTINE CITIES

The following section attempts to present questions and problems we found
throughout the course of our respective research efforts in Buenos Aires and
Cordoba. The type of available documentation and some of the ways we em
ployed it provide examples of what is feasible in urban social history in Latin
America.

More than 50 percent of all Argentines in 1914 lived in cities. Such a
striking proportion alone is enough to focus our attention on the dynamics of
Argentine urbanization. Writing in the 1840s, long before this demographic
transition became a reality, Sarmiento defined Argentine history in terms of a
rural-urban dichotomy.36 In Facundo, he portrayed cities as crucibles of prog
ress, inhabited by hardworking people who by dint of their conscientiousness
and diligence would create a Europe in America. The pampa, on the other hand,
populated by the barbaric gaucho, represented reaction and Catholic backward
ness. In one sense, Sarmiento's work was as historical as it was polemical: the
overwhelming importance of Buenos Aires in Argentine life was clear by 1870.
Indeed, the split that had prevented Argentine unity was settled only by force of
arms. The federalization of Buenos Aires in 1880 ratified, in fact, what most
Argentines already knew: the city controlled the country.

A concomitant to Argentine urban growth beginning in the second half of
the nineteenth century is that responsibility for attracting immigrants was as
signed to the Executive in the Constitution of 1853. Patterns of immigration and
the social role of immigrants offer historians the opportunity to examine Argen
tine development both in its own right and in a comparative perspective. The
Argentine experience might be contrasted profitably with that of the United
States, Brazil, Canada, South Africa, and Australia. The history of immigrants
cannot be separated from the socioeconomic effects of urbanization and the
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closely related process of industrialization. The two combined to foster the de
velopment of urban working classes in Buenos Aires, Rosario, and Cordoba, at
different times and at different rates. The lure of these cities affected patterns of
land tenure and rural-to-urban migration. Our research, particularly on Cordoba,
offers the first significant insight into the long history of internal migration. 37

The fact that migrants were entering and leaving cities in the mid-nineteenth
century provides a corrective to the notion that potential migrants stayed put
until the rise of Peronism. 38

The integration of Argentina into the world economy stimulated the ex
pansion of an infrastructure organized around railroad lines. The social effects
of the transportation system remain largely unexamined; so far, historians have
been content to dwell on its economic effects. The social historian, on the other
hand, should see the matter in broader perspective. A good beginning in this
direction appears in Scobie's discussion of the effects of urban transportation on
the city of Buenos Aires. 39 In addition to rephrasing the questions that have
dominated Argentine historiography since the nineteenth century, new topics
abound. The openness of the Argentine system, sources of Radical and Peronist
support, and the social effects of late industrialization are all ripe for investiga
tion. How viable are these studies of Argentine social structure, industrialization,
landownership, and political integration? Are they overly ambitious proposals
or do the sources exist to bring them to fruition? Our response, based onre
search in Buenos Aires and Cordoba, is that given sufficient time, training, and,
above all, flexibility, all of these themes may be fruitfully researched. Our work
spanned the period 1869 to 1945 and took us into several uncharted areas. Some
held valuable material, others contained nothing, and still others refused us
entry.

Latin Americans have lagged behind North Americans and Europeans in
adopting quantitative methods. While to a certain extent this hesitancy can be
traced to their "humanist" ensayista tradition, there is a more strictly techno
logical explanation. The computer is the result of technological sophistication,
the product of wealth that was siphoned off into research. In some Latin Ameri
can countries quantitative history is still perceived as a luxury. Further, much
quantitative history in the United States and Western Europe was the result of
pressing political and social priorities that raised the issues of social integration,
race relations, and the nature of the class structure to academic problems.

Thus far a number of reasons have combined to guide the student of
Latin America to look to other historiographies for methodological models. The
danger that sources available elsewhere may not be available in Latin America
should not deter researchers from working in Latin American archives. They
still need to have a grasp of other models in order to develop viable alternatives
of their own, but they must also retain sufficient flexibility to substitute sources
adequately. United States scholars, for example, have made good use of city
directories. In Argentina, however, such directories are few and far between. 4o

Instead, telephone books can be used, in some circumstances and with caution,
to good advantage. Students of the nineteenth century must discover still other
substitutes. Several possibilities are discussed below.
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In general, the most serious obstacle the investigator must overcome is
the bureaucracy. As new as the "new social history" may be in the United
States, it is an even more recent arrival in Argentina. Many sources are closed to
scholars simply because the archivists in charge are reluctant to hand them over
when they cannot understand why the data are historically meaningful. The
scholar should therefore be prepared with an articulate explanation of the aims
of his research project and the determination to see each lead through to the
end. To a degree, the accessibility of materials depends on circumstances: one
scholar may find an archive closed, while a colleague will be allowed in. This
suggests that, armed with proper letters of introduction from his university,
from the Archivo General de la Nacion, and from any useful contacts he is able
to establish in Argentina, one should attempt to gain entry even when the
expectations are negative.

Far-sighted quantitative historians may ready themselves for research in
Argentina before leaving home. Several guides exist to published statistics of
Argentina and published censuses in the United States; also the Mormon Church
has undertaken an extensive microfilming project in Argentina, including the
entire 1869 and 1895 schedules. The basis for most quantitative urban history,
however, remains the manuscript census schedules. Several Argentine munici
pal censuses for the pre-1869 era exist, but that of 1869 is the first national one,
and only the 1869 and 1895 manuscripts remain-succeeding censuses have
been destroyed. In this regard, the student of the nineteenth century has advan
tages over the historian of the twentieth century.

Samples from the general population of Argentina can be gathered from
the manuscirpt census returns of the first and second national censuses, which
are in the Archivo General de la Nacion in the Federal Capital. They contain the
name, age, sex, marital status, province or country of birth, occupation, physical
defects, ownership of real property, and type of housing for each resident (the
last two variables were recorded only in 1895). Some of the categories are sus
pect: data on physical well-being and age can not be accepted blindly. The great
variation in the quality of the work of census takers and in the information from
respondents presents other difficulties for those who are interested in questions
on extended households and residential mobility. Some enumerators of the 1895
census neglected to identify extended families and housing types, while others
included addresses at whim.

The officials in charge of each census divided the cities into numbered
sections and districts, but no detailed maps of these divisions have survived.
Census returns must first be ordered and arranged to recreate the original
boundaries of each section. When precision is impossible or when boundaries
shift over time, an alternative is to devise map divisions that reflect the needs
and aims of the proposed study. If the need for sampling arises, individuals
should be sampled together with their families in order to verify their identity
throughout the tracing process. For example, many common surnames appeared
in the Cordoba schedules, but with the names of wives or children it was
possible to confirm or discard those individuals in subsequent documents who
had identical first and last names as the original sample group. Illiteracy and the
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absence of standard spellings makes tracing difficult. Naturally, any satisfactory
method of grappling with linguistic considerations rests with the researcher.

In 1880, C6rdoba became the first city in Argentina to operate a civil
registry, antedating the rest of the nation by ten years. Death records were
complete from the beginning; births and marriages were recorded more rigor
ously toward the end of the decade. Municipal civil registries' archives are not
normally open to the public; entry is nearly impossible (to the best of our knowl
edge, we were the only ones ever permitted to use it). C6rdoba's provincial
Direcci6n General de Registro Civil does not contain volumes from before 1890,
but its archive is nominally public. However, one must present a letter of intro
duction from a sponsoring institution and/ or a local authority, since, in effect,
one applies for admission. The death acts contain data concerning occupation,
address, literacy, next of kin, and whether or not the deceased had made a last
will and testament. Each volume has an index, alphabetized only by the first
letter of the surname, which, together with a surprisingly high number of the
same given and surnames, makes this phase of tracing extremely tedious ..41

Cordoba's archdiocese contains the city's best-ordered archive. The staff
is small but very helpful. The records are excellently maintained in a fire-proof,
humidity-controlled facility. Unfortunately, it is closed in the afternoons. The
holdings serve a number of functions for researchers: its death records antedate
those of the civil registry and can be used to fill the gaps of the intercensal
period; its marriage records provide great insight into questions of immigrant
integration and social mobility through marriage. The archive contains all the
expedientes matrimoniales, or special requests for marriage, through 1914. Persons
wishing to be married by the Church but who were not natives of the city were
required to present applications for marriage that give valuable personal data on
the brides, grooms, and their families. The expedientes matrimoniales are con
tained in approximately two-hundred volumes encompassing two and a half
centuries. Their format is fairly constant throughout this long period. Included
are the names of the bride and groom and of their parents; places of birth and
residence; ages; and the sworn statements of at least two members of the com
munity that there were no obstacles to the marriage. The witnesses' affidavits
often were essential in rounding out information on the early Argentine experi
ences of European immigrants.

The expedientes matrimoniales do not provide data on occupations or
addresses, but these can be gleaned from the holdings of civil registry archives.
Thus, to obtain a more complete data set for a single individual, the researcher
must be prepared tq employ a variety of sources. The archive of the archdiocese
is helpful on the question of intermarriage between cordobeses and nonnatives,
but only the civil registry can provide data on the geographic-occupational com
ponents responsible in part for the results.

Cordoba's are, perhaps, the most complete and best organized of the
provincial archives, but the extent to which their volumes provide information
depends upon the format of the research questions. Sometimes it becomes
necessary to rephrase questions in order to make the most of the available data,
for example, in the determination of economic status. During the nineteenth
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and early twentieth centuries the province did not assess real and personal
property on a yearly basis. However, the civil code provided that property left
by a deceased must be probated for subdivision. Thus, economic questions can
be approached through the notarial and judicial records that provide a complete
accounting of the items left at time of death: livestock; land measurements and
assessments, location, and, often, date of acquisition; jewelry; cash; tools of the
trade; clothing. Finally, the subdivision states what each survivor received. The
notarial and judicial archives contain further economic data. The researcher may
examine embargoes; debt payments (cobro de pesos); legalization, proof, or mea
surement of land possession (treintenaria or mensura). Often, an inheritance may
be listed as other than "probate" (juicio sucesorio), yet its contents yield the same
information (e.g., declaraciones de herederos, testamentaria, inventarios, posesi6n de
herencia, por herencia, and divisi6n).

Data on the commercial growth of cities or on the commercial role of
sample members may be gleaned from a variety of sources. In Buenos Aires, the
holdings of the Union Industrial Argentina, the Argentine Camara de Comercio,
ethnic merchant and business associations, and the commercial archive for 50
ciedades de Responsabilidad Limitada are fruitful sources. This last seems par
ticularly rich in economic data, providing information on partnerships, capi
talization, sources of funding, and foreign corporations. The archive for 50
ciedades Anonimas is organized by name of corporation and, as a result, is far
more difficult to work with. Commercial court records in Cordoba begin at the
turn of the century. The indices contain both civil and commercial cases. Printed
matter relating to late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century merchants usually
refers to them as comerciantes, miembros del comercio, and, sometimes wrongly, as
industriales. The commercial court records offer data on activities that might
indicate the intricacies of a business-its volume and solvency-and the pecu
liarities of a financial system in which borrowing from established lending insti
tutions was exceptional. The types of cases include: cobro de pesos, disoluci6n de
sociedad, cesi6n de bienes, convocatoria de acreedores, and quiebra (in Buenos Aires,
quiebras are found in the Archivo de Tribunales, but they are not open to schol
ars).

Bias is inherent in using civil and commercial judicial records, since only
those who had some material stake in society presented themselves before the
courts and appear in the records. The destitute are usually not found, although
cases of legitimization of squatters' settlements and declarations of poverty do
occur with regularity. On the other hand, these records by no means reflect the
economic activities of only the elite; rather, the city's middle class forms the bulk
of court cases. For Buenos Aires before 1876 the sources are vast and for the
most part available in the Archivo de la Nacion. Many approaches and areas can
be studied in that period through the police records for all of Argentina up to
1870, notarial records and protocolos in the archive of the Interior Ministry, and
military records. 42

The municipal census of Buenos Aires for 1904 lists more than two hun
dred native and immigrant voluntary associations and social clubs. These as
sociations were very influential in Creole circles and performed essential duties
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especially within the immigrant urban communities. They varied greatly in size,
longevity, and social composition. The records of the Chevrah Keduscha Asch
kenasi (Asociacion Mutual Israelita Argentina), for example, are remarkably
complete. They contain precise, readily quantifiable data on nationality, occupa
tion, length of residence in Argentina, family size, and marital status. All told, it
was possible to isolate thirty-three variables. Moreover, the flavor of the times,
the concerns of average people, as well as extensive and general information
about the period's life-styles was also gathered by quantifying the incidence of
requests for social welfare and charitable, medical, and commercial assistance.
Not all associations will have records so complete, but for those interested in
some aspect of immigration history, the voluntary association is a type of source
well worth investigating. 43 Several sprang up in Cordoba during the nineteenth
century, but of the three largest immigrant groups, only the French and the
Spanish associations retain materials from that period for examination. Since
the primary purpose of the associations was to facilitate mutual aid and contact
among members and not to serve an archival function, it is not surprising that
the records are in varying degrees of disarray. In fact, materials forgotten or
misplaced many years earlier can still be discovered. In addition to the registries
of members, the associations' books of the minutes of meetings provide valuable
insight into the activities, as well as the needs and preoccupations, of the mem
bers.

The researcher confronts several problems when working in the interior,
where "new social history" is as unfamiliar to students and scholars as in the
Federal Capital. Communication with those trying to render aid will be strained,
and archive personnel may be reluctant to provide the dozens of volumes daily
that the researcher requires. However, it is possible to be given free access and
to be assigned a work area in the stacks, where one will not have to limit
requests to two volumes each. This service is more likely to be rendered in the
interior, where the traffic of historians is lighter than in the Federal Capital.

In sum, much material is available for the pre-1869 period, while research
in the subsequent era is hindered by the destruction of records, the multiplicity
of depositories that require the permission of several bureaucrats, and the un
even nature of the holdings. But if these difficulties present significant chal
lenges, they are by no means insurmountable. The fundamental lesson is that
disaggregate, judicial, notarial, and nontraditional documents offer excellent
opportunities to create quantified social histories of the city.

Looking into documentation authored by the individuals who form social
histories is essential to seeing the differences between the ideal and the real,
between symbolic expressions and execution of choices. Good histories involve
the ideational and the actual; yet, much Argentine urban historiography has
been satisfied with untested and unconvincing documentation. Perhaps we are
fortunate at this stage in not having too much of the literary support that Barthold
Niebuhr saw as essential to historical truth. For him, no further detailed evidence
would be required to make true an inference in history when it had been gen
erally accepted by other scholars. That common persuasion"furnishes the same
reinforced verification as would new sources of evidence."44
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We have the opportunity to go beyond inferences, however, thanks to
new techniques and to a healthy initial skepticism toward the quality of com
monly accepted evidence. In this manner, those interested in the progress of
Argentine history and social history in general can share in actuating James
Harvey Robinson's philosophy that "history should not be regarded as a sta
tionary subject which can only progress by refining its methods and accumulat
ing, criticizing, and assimilating new material, ... it is bound to alter its ideas
and aims with the general progress of society and of the social sciences and ...
it should ultimately play an infinitely more important role in our intellectual life
than it has hitherto done."45
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